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ABSTRACT

Local area networks (LANs) that support small systems, the personal computers in particular, are surveyed. LAN environments, factors motivating interest in
PC LANs, and capability requirements of LANs posed by low-end systems users,
are outlined. Discussion of LAN technology includes standards, architecture, transmission media, topology, transmission techniques, access protocol, and performance factors topics. Commercial products are presented with more in-depth outline
on selected products. Observation and future of PC LANs conclude the survey.
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INTRODUCTION
A local area network (LAN) is an information transport system for information transfer between devices located on the same premises such as an office
building, a manufacturing plant, a hospital area, a university campus, or any other
geographically confined area. In other words, a LAN is a series of cables and electrical devices that allows computers, modems, printers, etc., within a single location
to communicate with each other directly at very high speeds. It provides the connection of a number of devices on a network and the means of controlling device
access to the network. Before the introduction of LANs, only computers and
peripherals directly wired to each other could interface and interact [ 1]. LAN is a
private communications facility that allows users the opportunity to customize it in
any way. The distance covered is usually 10 kilometers ( 6.2 miles) or less. LAN
transmission speeds are typically one or more megabits per second [2].
A LAN is a potentially important mechanism. For a variety of reasons,
more and more organizations are turning to LANs to satisfy their intramural data
communications requirements. There are three major types of LAN systems, each
developed for specific market needs.
Broadband Institutional LAN:
Broadband Institutional LAN is multi-mode LAN that supports such device
types as host computers, personal computers, and video devices. The number
of devices that it can support is in the thousands. It serves the distance of
about 10 kilometers using many channels and the bandwidth of at least 100
megabits per second.
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Baseband Institutional LAN:
Baseband Institutional LAN supports only the computer-type devices - host
computers and personal computers. The number of devices is in the hundreds.
It serves the distance of about 1 kilometer using one or two channels and the
bandwidth ofless than 10 megabits per second.
PC LAN:
PC LAN connects dozens of personal computers together over the distance
of approximately 1 kilometer using one channel and the bandwidth of less than
1 megabit per second [3].
Thirty-five percent of the LAN marketplace is composed of LANs purchased to
connect high end CPU networks. Fifty percent is g~neral utility LANs which tie
individual work stations to mainframes. The remaining fifteen percent uses PC
cluster LANs which tie together a small number of PCs and are not intended to
link up an entire establishment [1].
This paper will limit the scope of LAN discussions to the hardware aspect
of LAN for small systems, in particular, the local area network data transmission
function of the networks consisting mainly of personal computers. Personal computers have until recently been used primarily in a "stand-alone,. fashion. Standalone PCs obviously provide considerable value as evidenced by their market
success. LANs enhance the usefulness of personal computers by providing them
machine-to-machine communications capabilities and abilities to share expensive
resources [4].
Environments, motivating factors, and user requirements for low-end system
LANs are defined first. Then, LAN technology is presented. The topics include
architecture, standards, transmission media, topology, transmission techniques,
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access protocol, and performance factors. A section discussing commercial LAN
products follows. Finally, this paper concludes with general observation and discussion of the future oflow-end system LANs based on the LAN technology presented.

ENVIRONMENTS
Office automation systems are likely to be major users of LAN systems.
The proliferation of smaller computers used for distributed processing will increase
the need for the establishment of communications systems to facilitate data
exchange and application access. LAN schemes allow the attached personal computers to provide some of the advantages of large multi-user computers as well as
standard PC functions. Environments that require peer-to-peer communications
are also good candidates for LANs.
In principle, all devices that may exchange information in any form with
other devices may be connected by a LAN: The form of the information may be
data in coded or digitized image format, voice, or video signals. The devices may
include display units, file and printer units, sensors and actuators, facsimile units,
telephones, video cameras; and monitors. Whole computer systems, control
systems, or switchboards may also be connected to or incorporated into a LAN [5].
The applications most frequently envisioned for LANs are file and printer sharing
and electronic mail, as well as high resolution graphics or logic sharing.
A wide spectrum of hardware is expected to be found attached to a LAN.
Besides personal computers, these hardwares include communication control units,
high function graphic nodes, monitor and control nodes, bridges (hardware vehicles
used to get from one LAN to another within an establishment), and gateways
(means of converting from LAN mode to external telecommunications mode when
a remote location must be accessed).
The traffic expected on a LAN is also extremely varied in nature. The
applications and har~ware anticipated will result in a significant amount of traffic
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in bursts. Often a node may not be presenting requests for minutes, but when it
becomes active it may present the LAN with a cluster of requests [2].

MOTIVATING FACTORS
LANs allow full logical connectivity and resource sharing, simplify wiring,
and make relocation of devices easier. Through a LAN, terminals and other electronic equipment of different types and origin can communicate with each other [6].
LAN s can provide connectivity for personal computers. Each user still has
the freedom that the PC conferred, plus the LAN allows sharing of information,
sending mail, and traditional minicomputer functions. LANs can tie together any
PC product as long as its specifications meet industry standards. Companies who
want an IBM printer but prefer a MacIntosh software package can now have them
work in tandem [7].
Sharing resources has been a major thrust behind PC networking. LAN
allows a number of workers to share expensive peripherals such as hard discs to
expand the memory capabilities of PCs and laser printers. It also allows file sharing
in multi-user systems. On-line access to update common information can enhance
the efficiency of a group of people working on one project. In addition, no major
wiring is necessary when new devices are added or when the company decides to
move a particular terminal to a different spot in the office [1].
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REQUIREMENTS
A local area network should be able to maintain compatible physical interfaces and control protocols, allowing users to intennix different equipment types
from multiple manufacturers over the common network. It should be able to
accommodate a large number of stations without seriously degrading performance.
Physical interfaces to the network (i.e., wall outlets) located throughout the
building or campus should permit fast, reliable attachment or relocation of equipments without affecting system operation and performance. The LAN should be
flexible to satisfy the many requirements imposed on it and should provide an
enduring base to incorporate the new technologies developed over the next 15 to 30
years. It should provide an interface with a public network for communication with
geographically remote locations. It should also have good error characteristics,
good reliability, and minimal dependence upon any centralized components or
control. Fault detection and isolation capability are also essential [6].
The LAN should provide a high degree of connectivity. Logically, the local
area network should provide shared file access by programs executing in the personal computers, and should have a data-base facility on the file server so that
logical requests can be for data instead of physical location on the disk [5].
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LAN TECHNOLOGY
Standards/Architecture
With the anticipated growth in local area networks, standardization efforts
have been initiated by several bodies. Standardization would provide compatibility
benefit because it would allow a variety of devices of various manufacture to
connect to any standardized LAN. Connection cost would be·reduced and therefore allow users more flexibility. Standardization would also improve maintainability.
The most commonly known work is that of the IEEE 802 Committee. The
IEEE 802 Committee proposes three data link control standards:
IEEE 802.3 - Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD) used by Ethernet and Starlan.

IEEE 802.4 - Token Passing on Bus used by industrial LANs.
IEEE 802.5 - Token Passing on Ring used by IBM Token-Ring.
The Access Protocol section will discuss the three IEEE 802 data link control
standards in more detail [3 ].
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is also incorporating local area networks into its standardization activities of the lower levels of
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model: the Physical and Data
Link levels. Physical level provides transmission protocol of a string of bits over a
link. Data Link level protocol assures error-free data transmission across a link [6].
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System Network Architecture (SNA) is a multi-level architecture for communication where the various required functions are supported within a layered
structure, with defined interfaces between the layers. The local area network data
transmission function provides the technique for moving data between any two
stations on the network facility and would fall within the Physical layer and Data
Link layer of SNA. The physical layer includes the cable and connections to the
cable. The Data Link layer consists of the protocol that devic_es must use to gain
access to the cable and send information, and the rules governing the size and
format of data packet to allow data transmission in modulars [8).

Transmission Media
Transmission media are cables that carry the signals through the establishment. Available LAN media are as follows.
Unshielded Twisted Pair:
Operates at 64 kilobits per second and in most cases is limited to 512 kilobits per second. It is suitable for voice frequency and low frequency data communications. Unshielded twisted pair is the most widely used form of copper
wire cable. It is the main wiring for most telephone systems.
Advantages: Unshielded twisted pair technology is a mature, well understood technology. The skill levels needed to connect devices are readily available. It is the least expensive medium to migrate from current system to a
LAN.
Disadvantages: Unshielded twisted pair cable provides low data rate. It is
subjected to external electromagnetic interference. The exterior cable must be
protected from lightning strikes and corrosion. Unshielded twisted pair cable
also emanates electrical and magnetic waves that can be intercepted. Furthermore, cross talk between adjacent wires can produce errors [8].
Shielded Multiple Twisted Pairs:
Operates at speed of up to 10 megabits per second. It has good immunity
for medium-speed data rates, and it provides rerouting capability in case of
broken wire on the loop [2].
Shielded multiple twisted pairs cable maintains much of the economy and
simplicity of use advantages of the unshielded twisted pair while eliminating
most of the electromagnetic interference, cross talk, and lightning/ corrosion
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exposure disadvantages. Line losses are also less than with the unshielded
wiring. Amplifiers are required for extended runs [2].
Coaxial Cable:
Operates at a speed of up to 350 megabits per second. It has been used
extensively for video signals and high-speed data traffic. Coaxial cable is available in a variety of forms. Twin-axial cable and CA TV broadband cable are
the two common coaxial cables used in LAN applications.
Twin-axial cable employs two wires with common shield and protective
cover. It allows a balanced signal transmission, high speeds, and longer cable
run than a twisted pair cable. It is also easier to install than two separate
cables.
CATV broadband cable is used by the cable television. It provides greater
bandwidth and less signal losses than other grades of coaxial. CA TV
broadband cable is thick and rigid, thus requiring special tools to install
around curves. It also needs signal amplifiers over long distance.
Advantages: Coaxial cable technology is also a mature, well understood
technology.

Device connection skill levels are readily available. There are

minimal emanations of electrical or magnetic signals associated with the
coaxial cable.

The cable is somewhat immune to interference, cross talk,

lightning, and corrosion.
Disadvantages: Migration from current systems to high-grade coaxial, twinaxial, or CA TV broadband cable is relatively expensive [9].
Fiber Optics Cable:
Operates at a speed of 1 trillion bits per second and higher. It transmits
signals in the form of light.
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Advantages: Fiber optics cable is useful for very high speed, high capacity,
communications applications. It does not emanate electrical or magnetic
signals. It is immune to interference, cross talk, lightning, and corrosion.
Fiber optics cable can also propagate a signal without boosting over a longer
distance than copper wire. In terms of cost, it is potentially less expensive
than coaxial or CA TV cable.
Disadvantages: Fiber optics cable requires two lines for bidirectional communication because its communication path is unidirectional. It cannot be
tapped and therefore would be most useful in point-to-point topologies. In
addition, skill levels to install and connect are not widely available, causing
connection to devices more expensive than copper wire [8].
There is no single ideal LAN cable. In selecting a wiring medium for LAN
applications, one should consider the long-term requirements for data, text,
graphics, voice, image, and video applications. The medium most suitable for a
LAN application will depend on the specific bandwidth requirements and on what
transmission technique is used in the network. CA TV broadband cable is frequently selected for visual security systems because it features five or more channels
and can carry video signals.

Fiber optics cable works well in areas prone to elec-

trical disturbances. Companies performing classified work may select fiber optics
because it is almost impossible to tap into. However, for a LAN application that
consists primarily of personal computers, and for which data communication constitutes the major part _of the network function, shield twisted pairs cable would be
sufficient. In terms of cable cost (including both the medium and the installation),
shielded twisted pairs would also be the least expensive when compared to coaxial
and fiber optics.
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Topology
A network topology is the pattern of interconnection used among the
various nodes of the network. Typical topologies are as follows.
Star Topology:
Star topology has the point-to-point through control point characteristic.
All traffic is dependent on a central point of control. There is a unique path
from each node to the central control node. Its basic cabling design offers the
ease of fault isolation, bypass, and repair advantages. Star topologies,
however, usually require a relatively large amount of cable to implement
because pre-wiring is inherent to the approach [2].

Figure 1. Star Topology.
Bus Topology:
Bus topology has the bidirectional point-to-point with defined end points
characteristic. All nodes are connected directly to the bus. There is a single
uniqu~ path between any pair of nodes. A signal originating at a node propa-
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gates away from that node in both directions along the bus. Each node listens
for its address on the bus. Recognizing its address, it accepts the data transmitted. Otherwise, it ignores the transmitted data. Control can be centralized
or distributed. A break in the bus can render the bus inoperative. Breaks can
be difficult to identify and isolate. Buses may be interconnected or extended
with repeaters. Bus topologies usually require less cable [8].

Communication Path

Figure 2. Bus Topology.
Tree Topology:
Tree topology is an expanded version of the bus topology. By turning the
bus to a vertical position and extending its branches, we now have a tree. All
of the bus characteristics also apply to the tree. A CA TV network is an
example of a tree network [8].
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Figure 3. Tree Topology.
Ring Topology:
Ring topology is characterized as a logically circular, unidirectional transmission path without defined ends. Control can be distributed or centralized.
Each node is connected to exactly 2 other nodes. A signal originating at a
node passes around the ring, being regenerated at each node as it passes. As
in the bus topology, each node listens for its address and, recognizing it,
accepts the data transmitted with it. Signal regeneration by each node is
inherent to ring design and hence significantly reduces sensitivity to distance
and noise while permitting distributed control and checking. A break in the
ring can be readily identified when the sender does not receive confirmation of
receipt from the recipient. The exact location of the fault can be identified
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through timing or interrogation of the status of nodes. A ring topology is a
distributed network with minimal connectivity (8].

\

Communication Path

~
Figure 4. Ring Topology.
Star Wired Ring Topology:
Star wired ring topology is a combination of the physical wiring of a star
network and the logical flow of data as in a ring. This topology retains sunplicity of ring network while providing the star central point of control feature.
It offers all of the fault detection and signal regeneration capabilities of the
ring while providing the flexibility in installing, maintaining, and reconfiguring
of a star. Malfunctioning links or nodes can be bypassed at the control center.
The logical operation of this hybrid topology is the same as described for a
ring [2].
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Node

Figure 5. Star Wired Ring Topology.
There are advantages and disadvantages associated with each type of
topology. Star topology has the advantages of cabling modification ease to accommodate changes and moves, and of the ability to easily identify, isolate, and bypass
defective nodes. Its disadvantages are that it uses the most amount of cable and
that failure of the central controller would disable the entire network. Bus
topology's advantage is that it uses the least amount of cable because it provides
the most direct cabling routes. The bus topology, however, requires a means of
bidirectional traffic control along the bus to prevent collisions of simultaneous
transmissions. Furthermore, a break in the cable cannot be easily detected. For
ring topology, its advantages include its ability to readily detect a break in the
cabling; its simplified communication <;ontrol because the ring is unidirectional and
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is a closed circuit; and greater network distant coverage because each node regenerates the signal to full strength. A disadvantage of ring topology is that ring layout
modification to accommodate facility changes may be difficult. Ring topology uses
more cable than the bus topology, but less than the star.
Star wired ring topology benefits from the simplicity of the ring network and
the flexibility onhe star network. Although the amount of cable used may still be
substantial when compared to the bus topology, the star wired ring topology does
not carry over the central controller problem of the star topology that would cause
the entire network to go down.

Also the facility changes or moves are not as

difficult to accommodate as in the ring topology. Overall, the star wired ring
topology would be a suitable topology for the small systems LANs.
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Transmission Techniques
A transmission technique is how media capacity is allocated over the
network. The two common techniques are broadband transmission and baseband
transmission.
Broadband Transmission:
Broadband transmission uses frequency division multiplexing to divide the
media's capacity into multiple channels. It provides for many devices to share
a cable by assigning specific transmission frequencies to each device connected
to the cable. A number of separate transmissions may take place simultaneously on a single cable. Each device on the network requires an analog radio
frequency modulator/demodulator to allow it to send or receive on its assigned
frequency. Messages from nodes tuned to the same channel are time division
multiplexed in that channel.
..T.he broader the bandwidth, the larger the number of assigned frequencies
available, and the larger the number of devices and communication paths that
can be accommodated. Coaxial cable and twisted pair cable can be used for
broadband transmission. Coaxial cable can reliably support communication
over a wide range of frequencies. The broader the range of channels, the
higher the quality of cable required. Some broadband systems require analog
amplifiers to force the signal down the length of the cable. In this case, the
broader the frequency range, the more expensive the amplifiers become. Devices
on different assigned frequencies cannot communicate with each other. Additional frequency translation equipment such as a switchable or multi-frequency
RF modem is needed to allow communication of devices on different frequen-

cies [9].
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Baseband Transmission:
Baseband transmission is a single channel approach using digital technology.
The channel is shared through time division multiplexing. Each device is
assigned a specific time slot in which to transmit. Only one device can
transmit in a given time interval.
Many types of media can be used, such as twisted pair, coaxial cable, and
fiber optics, depending on the throughput required. Baseband system requires
the network to include a protocol for assigning time slots and providing access
to the network. Modems are not required to connect devices to the cable
when communicating digital information. As long as there are enough slots
available, a number of devices can be used for transmission or reception of
information without complex added equipment [6].
Both transmission technologies are well developed and have their adherents.
Broadband transmission is regarded as a higher throughput technique because of
the ability to simultaneously transmit multiple signals over a single cable.
However, the transmission rate advantage of broadband analog transmission is disappearing with advances in digital technology, particularly in fiber optics. Advances
in fiber optics technology allow digital baseband transmissions to exceed broadband
analog transmission speed.

Baseband technology has benefited substantially

from the continuing advances in integrated circuit technology.

Installation,

device connection, and control of communication traffic are all less expensive for
baseband networks than for broadband network.
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Access Protocol
Access protocol determines who gets access when. It is the method each
station uses to gain access in order to transmit information. Control strategy and
access method are the two factors affecting the design and nature of an access protocol. The control strategy is either centralized or distributed. The access method
specifies how a node can gain access to the communication path. There are two
categories of access method: demand access and controlled ac;cess. With demand
access, a node gains access on demand. The mechanism for gaining access, once
the node has requested it, depends on whether control is centralized or distributed.
In a controlled access network, a predetermined algorithm awards access on the
basis of several factors, some of which might be message priority and type of device
requesting access [8].
A number of data link control protocol standards have been approved by
the IEEE 802 committee. These include IEEE 802.3 standards: Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CS MA/CD) protocol; IEEE 802.4: Token

Passing on Bus protocol; and IEEE 802.5: Token Passing on Ring Protocol. They
are described below. Some other access protocols that are not approved are Slotted
Ring protocol, Buffer Insertion Ring protocol, and CSMA/CA protocol.
Carrier Sense, Multiple Access, with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Protocol
(IEEE 802.3):
CSMA/CD is the access method frequently used in bus topologies. It is a
contention access system wherein the nodes listen for a carrier signal ( carrier
sense) that would indicate the bus is in use, and if so, then a node wishing to
initiate a transmission waits until the bus is free. This is an example of the
demand access method. Since all .nodes use the same carrier sensing technique,
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the only situation where two nodes might interfere is when they begin transmission at approximately the same instant. This event is called a collision. · A
transmitting node listens for a collision by comparing the received signal to the
transmitted signal and assuming that any major differences signifies that a collision exists. Collisions occur because the signal from a transmitting node
requires a finite amount of time to travel along the bus to all of the other
nodes on the bus. In the meantime, if a node that has no~ been reached by the
signal wishes to transmit, it listens, and begins transmitting if it does not hear
anything. This results in two signals being on the bus simultaneously, and
when they meet, a collision occurs. When the transmitting nodes recognize
this condition, they back off, go through different random delays, and then
retry. The protocol includes rules that determine how long the nodes will cease
transmission and wait for another transmission opportunity [2].
CS MA/CD protocol lacks a priority access scheme. The probability of collisions increases as variations in node loading, request distribution, and
message length increase. The more nodes in the network and the more active
the nodes, the higher the rate of collisions. Since each co_llision takes some
finite time to resolve, large, active systems can experience a reduction in
throughput during periods of high activity [6].
Ethernet LAN is an example of a commercial system using CS MA/CD protocol Ethernet has no central controller managing access to the channel, and
there is no pre-allocation of time· slots or frequency bands. A station wishing
to transmit contends for the use of the common shared communications
channel until it acquires the channel. Once the channel is acquired, the station
uses it to transmit a packet.
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To acquire the Ethernet channel, stations use carrier sense to check whether
the network is busy, and defer transmission of their packet until the shared
communication channel is quiet. When quiet is· detected, the deferring station
immediately begins to transmit. During transmission, the transmitting station
listens for a collision. Collisions occur only within a short time interval following the start of transmission, since after this interval all stations will detect
carrier and defer transmission. This collision interval is the function of the
end-to-end propagation delay. If no collisions occur during this time, a transmitter has acquired the shared communications channel and continues transmission of the packet.

If a station detects collision, the transmission of the

rest of the packet is immediately aborted. To ensure that all parties in the collision have properly detected it, any station that detects a collision invokes a
collision consensus enforcement procedure that briefly jams the channel. Each
transmitter involved in the collision then schedules its packet for re--·transmission at some later time.
To minimize repeated collision within the Ethernet LAN, each station
involved in a collision tries to retransmit at a different time by scheduling the
re-transmission to take place after a random delay period. In order to achieve
channel stability under overload conditions, a controlled re-transmission
strategy is used whereby the mean of the random re-transmission delay is
increased as a function of the channel load. An estimate of the channel load
can be derived by monitoring the number of collisions experienced by any one
packet.
Stations accept packets addressed to them and discard any that are found to
be in error. Ethernet LANs, however, cannot guarantee that all packets transmitted will be delivered successfully. For example, if a receiver is not enabled,
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an error-free packet addressed to it will not be delivered; higher level of protocol must detect these situations and retransmit.
One of the fundamental parameters of any Ethernet implementation is the
length of collision interval, which is based on the round-trip propagation time
between the farthest two points in the system. Under very high load, short
periods of time on the channel may be lost due to collisions. Channel utilization under these conditions, ~owever, will remain high, particularly if packets
are large with respect to the collision interval [10).
Token Passing Ring Protocol (IEEE 802.5):
Token passing is a distributed system using controlled access method. The
token consists of a number of bits used to control transmission. Token
passing access protocol allows only one device or station in the network the
right to transmit at any given time. The station authorized to transmit is the
station that holds the token. When the station holding the token has finished
its transmission, or if it has nothing to send, it passes the token to another
station in the LAN. The token is passed from station to station in a logical
sequence.
In token passing ring protocol, a free token circulates the ring. When the
free token passes a node that wishes to send, the node changes the token to
busy status and appends the pertinent addresses and the data it wishes to send.
This frame is regenerated by each passing node on the ring as it propagates
around the ring. When it reaches the addressed node, an address-recognized
indicator is set and the data are copied by that node during the regeneration
process. A good-copy indicator is set in the trailer if the copy was successful.
The frame will eventually return ~o the sender who is responsible for removing
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the frame from the ring. If the a_ddress was not recognized, the copy was not
successful, or the error indicator was set by any node that may have detected
an error condition, the sending node may act appropriately to error conditions
when it next has access to a free token (2].
Token passing on a ring is implicit. If all nodes are of the same priority
level, then each node accepts the token from the node on one side, then passes
it to the node on the other side. A node always passes the token to the next .
node physically in line. Adding or deleting a node on a ring does not disturb
the network operation. The next node may be a new or different node, but the
logic implicit in the network maintains order. The ring does not require a
means of protection against a node that fails to pass the token. This is usually
accomplished with a simple timeout circuit [8].
Token-ring priority reservation is dynamic in that any node may elevate the
priority level whenever any token passes it. This is of particular value to
bridges between similar LANs since they may have limited buffering capability
and require priority access to prevent overrun in heavy traffic situations.
Other access protocols that do not provide priority capabilities usually require
bridges with more buffering capability. Monitor and ring control activities also
often require priority capabilities for their functions. Receiving nodes set
address-recognized and copy-successful indicators that are read at frame
removal time by the sender. These might be treated as an acknowledgement so
that there is no need for separate link level response from the receiver. Since
all nodes regenerate, they may also error-indicate, which is advantageous in
determining fault locations [2].
IBM Token-Ring is an example of a commercial system using token passing
ring protocol.
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Token Passing Bus Protocol (IEEE 802.4):
Token passing bus functions as a logical ring where nodes are typically
inserted into the ring in sign-on order. The token passing strategy is explicit
addressing. The logic programmed into each node tells it to pass the token
only to a specifically addressed node. Token passing bus access protocol
requires more logic within each station to explicitly address the next station in
the logic sequence. These functions can create concerns in control of dynamic
additional and deletions of stations on the bus, and increasing token propagation delays [6]. If a node were to malfunction or be removed from the
network., or a new node were added, the network would require changing to
maintain the logical ring, making the nodes adding or deleting more difficult
than in the token passing ring protocol. Also unlike the ring, the effectiveness
of priority reservation· capability is limited because it cannot occur until a node
has passed the token. Token transfer delay is a potential on longer buses with
many nodes. However, there are no other delays on token passing buses since
a transmitting node may relinquish the token when data transmission is finished, regardless of message length [2].
Industrial LAN is an example of a commercial system using token passing
bus protocol [8].
Slotted Ring Access Protocol:
The slotted ring consists of a train of address and data slots that continuously circulate on a ring. Nodes may insert to and from addresses and data in
the slots as they pass by, if they are not in use. This ring's performance
improves as transmission speed increases since the capacity for data of a given
ring length increases with transmission speed.
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Buffer Insertion Ring Access Protocol:
In a buffer insertion ring, the nodes listen, and if the ring is not busy, then
the node may transmit. A transmitting node continues to listen. If data appear
at the receiver, the data are buffered as necessary and subsequently retransmitted when the node finishes its own transmission. Drawbacks are the
cost of buffers and the high latency of the nodes.
Carrier Sense, Multiple Access, with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) Protocol:
CSMA/ CA protocol is a contention approach that cyclically rotates the

amount of delay assigned to each node from a marker point to ensure relatively equal node treatment under high load. It is intended for use in small
clusters such a~ classrooms [2].
Standardized protocols assure successful interaction among a variety

of

devices of various manufacture. CS MA/CD and token passing ripg protocols
would be good selections for carrying digital data among locally distributed computing systems. CSMA/CD protocol was· developed before the token passing ring
and therefore supported by more vendors. Its components are widely available.
Token passing ring, however, exhibits good stability at high utilization rates. There
is no collision consideration, no sensitivity to transmission speed or distance
changes or nodes adding/deletion, and node priority level setting is possible.
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Performance
LAN performance depends on a number of factors. The most common
factors are as follows.
Propagation Delay:
This is the time for a signa~ to travel a specific distance on the media. The
range of values for LANs is about 4.5 - 5.0 microseconds per kilometer,
depending on the particular .media. This value cannot ·easily be further
reduced. CSMA/CD slot time is the maximum round trip propagation delay on
the bus. Fiber optics, where it is applicable, would be the media that produces
the least propagation delay.
Transmission Speed:
Transmission speed is normally one megabit per second or higher.
Unshielded twisted pair has the lowest transmission speed of only up to 512
kilobits per second. Fiber optics has the highest transmission speed of 1
trillion bits per second and higher.
Access Delay:
This is the mean delay a node encounters in gaining access to the LAN to
transmit. Access delay of CS MA/CD protocol increases as the collision rate
increases. For token passing protocol, access delay is determined by the time
between a given node's opportunity to see a free token.
Transfer Delay:
Transfer delay is the time required to transfer a message from node A to
node B. It consists of queueing time, access delay, and frame transmit time.
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Token Transfer Delay:
This is the minimum t~e between a given node's opportunities to see a free
token. On the ring, this becomes ring latency, which is one-half the sum of all
node delays and propagation delay. On a token bus, it is one half the sum of
the token passing delays between all nodes [2].

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
There are many vendors contending for the LAN business - offering many
LAN solutions using many transmission techniques and many media types. In
terms of cost, LAN prices have been falling since their introduction in 1980. The
average price is $1,000 per connection, which is an all-inclusive charge covering PC
and software [I].
Four well received LAN products that support low end systems are
Ethernet, PC Network, IBM Token-Ring, and Starlan.
Ethernet:
Developed by Xerox, it is the first LAN standard (IEEE 802.3). Ethernet
networks are offered by many vendors including DEC and INTEL. Its compo_nents are widely available. There are many interfaces developed for various
hosts and workstations.
Ethernet is a baseband contention network using CSMA/CD access protocol. Its trunk data rate is 10 megabits per second. Coaxial is the most
common cable used in Ethernet networks [8).
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Ethernet
Host

PC
IWC 121, C ta86

Figure 6. Sample Ethernet Network [3].
PC Network:
Developed by IBM, it offers the user an entry system that can grow as
information requirements expand. The PC Network uses 75 ohm coaxial cable
which is CATV compatible to support the broadband transmission techniques.
It employs the tree topology and uses CSMA/CD as its access protocol. The
network operates at the speed of 2 megabits per second with the ability to
connect 72 nodes. Each node can be up to 1000 feet away [10].
IBM Token-Ring:
Developed by IBM, it conforms to IEEE 802.5 standard. IBM Token-Ring
network uses token-passing ring access protocol on baseband media. Ring
topology permits the use of fiber optics which can obtain the transmission
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speed of up to 30 megabits per second over distances of greater than 1 kilometer, and be immune to electromagnetic interference. Baseband eliminates
the need for RF modem. IBM token-Ring's wiring plan specifies a choice of
four types of cable: shielded and unshielded twisted pairs, coaxial, and fiber
optics.
IBM Token-Ring network has predictable delay. Monitoring and control
may be centralized. Components are becoming widely available. It is compatible with SNA and has host connections [11].

Token-Ring

---.....a_--i
I.I""~''-""'_..,

-11,,1·"--""_.,...,.
..._.._

PC PC
Figure 7. Sample IBM Token-Passing Ring Network [3].
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Figure 8. Sample IBM Token-Passing Ring Network [3].
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Starlan:
Developed by AT&T, it is compatible with IEEE 802.3 and is the IEEE
standard candidate for the 1 megabit per second CSMA/CD LAN. Starlan is a
baseband contention bus network using CSMA/CD access protocol and has
the transmission speed of 1 megabit per second.
Starlan interfaces with PCs through a plug-in card which can daisy-chain up
to 10 workstations over the span of 400 feet. It connects_to terminals and
printers through RS-232 Network Interface Unit (NIU). Through the
Network Extension Unit (NEU), Starlan can connect up to 11 daisy-chained
segments. Various PCs supported include AT&T Unix PC, IBM PC, and 3B2.
Applications supported are sharing of information, printers, and storage
devices; transferring of programs and files; accessing data bases; and sending
electronic mail [3}.

Starlan

NEU

ISN

Host

PBX

NEU

PC

NEU

PC
Figure 9. Sample Starlan Network [3}.
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SAMPLE STARLAN NElWORK
HOST

ISN

PBX

NEU
NEU

NEU

Cotton 2 5

Figure 10. Sample Starlan Network [3].
The following figure contains a list of some other commercial LANs that
support the IBM personal computer and its compatibles. For each network listed,
its features are given. These include vendor, transmission media, data rate, theoretical maximum number of addressable nodes, access protocol, distance (repeaters
may be necessary to achieve the distance indicated), server types supported, operating system support, and whether or not it can support the non-IBM compatible
personal computers [5].
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VENDOR

NETWORK

HEDIUK

DATA
RATE

AST Research
Christain Rovsing
Corvus
Davong
Fox Research
Great Lakes Computer

PCnet II
X-Net
Onninet
Hultilink
18-Net
Great Net

T
T
T
C
T
C

BOOK
l.BH
lH
2.SH
lH
SH

64K
64K+
64
255
255
64

G-Net
Cluster
PC Network
LAN/1
PLAN 4088
DecisionNet

C
C
C
C
C
T
C
T
C
C
T,C,F
C
C
C,F
C,F

1.43H
375K
2H
2.SH
2.SH
lH
1.43H
588K
888K
lH
18H
3M
18H
18M
10M

256
64
64
255
64K+
64
256
24
64K
256
256
256
64K+
64K+
64K+

T

SH

64K+

C
T

3M
2.SH

256
256

Gateway

Comnun i cat ions
IBM
IBM
3M
Nestar
NCR
Novel 1
Novell
Orchid
Percom Data
Proteon
Standard Data
Tecrnar
3Com Corporation
Ungennann- Bass
Ungennann-Bass
VLSI Networks Inc.
XCOMP

NetWare/X
NetWare/S

PCnet
PerComNet
proNET
STANDARDNET
Elan
Ethernet
Net/One PC
Baseband
Net/One PC
Broadband
1553-Net
XNET

HAX.

NODES LIN! DIST.

cs

SERVER
OP.
OTHER
SUPPORTED SYSTEM PC

18
22
18
22

D,P
32
D
DP
F,P,32 _

H
H
H,P,C
H,P,C
H
H
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D
F,P,32,G
G
D,P·,32,G
F
F,P
F,P
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O,P
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H
M
H
M
M,P
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H
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H
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M
H
M
H
H
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y
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Figure 11. Other Commercial LANs and Their Features.
Medium: T

= twisted-pair; C

Data Rate: K

= coax; F = fiber

= kilobits per second; M = megabits per second

Link Protocol: A = Arcnet; E

=

Ethernet; CS = CSMA; TP = token passing; P = proprietary

Distance: 2 = less than 2000 feet; 10

= less than 10,000 feet; 22 = less than 22,000 feet; 22 +

22,000 feet or more
Servers: D = disk; F = file; P = print; 32 = 3270; G = gateway
Operating System Supported: M

=

MS-DOS; C = CP/M-86; P = p-Systern

=

CONCLUSION
The industry is moving toward having PCs and mainframe processors all on
a LAN with shared file capacity and interactive sessions. This allows the PC to be
used for stand-alone application, for peer-to-peer communications among PCs
without going through a mainframe, as well as for applications that require the
capacity of the host. Data generated at either location can be·accessed by the
other. As the market develops, the interactive and shared capabilities will increase,
as will the distributed nature of the processing [12].
In selecting a specific LA

technology, one must be assured that it is both

workable and cost effective, and it is the solution that meets the needs today and in
the foreseeable future. Four technological parameters should be evaluated: transmission media, topology, transmission technique, and access protocol. The particular .selection of these four parameters defines a LAN's cost, performance,

maximum distance of communication, reliability and availability, and migration and
growth potential [2]. Vendor selection is also important. Selection criteria should
be based upon functionality - interfaces supported and capabilities provided; performance - associated speed, error rate, and delay; maintainability - network
control; extensibility - upper limits to growth and granularity of growth; vendor
stability - to provide long-term support; and price [3].
One important point is that LAN provides only the connection of a number
of devices on a network and the· means of controlling device access to the network.
The task of establishing true communication among the devices requires further
network management, software planning, and site planning. Network software is
an integral component and it should be selected according to the network applica-
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tion. Site planning includes cabling selection, whether or not to integrate the LAN
with the phone system, types and number of connections anticipated, and
geographic scope.
LAN technology trends are moving toward conformance to standards, lower
costs, PC LANs, Token-ring support, and increased integration. IEEE standards
are now becoming a force in the marketplace. Ethernet and Starlan conform to
IEEE 802.3 standards, Industrial LANs conform to IEEE 802_.4 standards, and
IBM token-Ring to IEEE 802.5 standards. Lowering LAN c~st trends is the result
of LAN standardization efforts that permit chip sets to be developed which greatly
reduce access costs and increase volume, and enhance competition. Digital LAN
component costs are dropping faster than analog. Current LA

technology trends

for PCs is to bring the LAN interface internal to the workstation or other device
via a plug-in card. The future trend will be to build in the LAN interface via chips
on the motherboard. Token-ring will be more widely supported. There will be
-rrn,re cabling alternatives, more network software, more servers, and more adapter
alternatives to support token-ring. There will be more inter-network communications established. Gateways (means of converting from LAN mode to external
telecommunications mode when a remote location must be accessed) will be widely
used. There would still be a local area network at each node for local distribution
and to carry local traffic [3]. Over the next three to five years, a local area network
will be necessary. Companies with a lot of PCs cannot be functional with a point-

to-point system. With the coupling of the personal computer and the departmental
computer, however, each user at each site can bridge over to different divisions, up
to the remote DP site, and into the corporate site [13).
From considering various LA

technology presented, Token-Passing Ring

network stands out as a good choice for a general purpose LA1 that would satisfy
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today's needs as well as the future's. It conforms to a standard (IEEE 802.5) which
will allow devices from various vendors to connect more readily to it. I ts networks

and components may not be as widely available now as of the Ethernet LANs
which were introduced years earlier, but the trend indicates that token-passing ring
supports are growing. Token-passing ring LANs use baseband technology and
have a large choice of media including low cost, readily available, medium speed,
somewhat interference immune Shielded Multiple Twisted Pairs, and high
throughput, high security Fiber Optics which is the predicted cable for the future.
The installation, device connection, and control of communication traffic are also
less expensive for token-passing ring baseband networks than for broadband networks. Although ring topology may require more cable than bus topology, the
token-passing ring covers greater network distance because each node regenerates
the sig~al to full strength. Unlike the bus, a break is readily detected in ring
topology. Its unidirectional and closed circuit also simplify communications
eontfel.- -ln addition, adding or deleting a node on a ring does not disturb the
network operation.
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